Graph no.16a: showing the negative correlation MDA with SOD in Group II

Graph no.16b: showing the negative correlation MDA with GPx in Group II

Graph no.16c: showing the negative correlation MDA with Vitamin-C in Group II
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**Graph no.16d:** showing the negative correlation MDA with Lipase in Group II

\[
r = 0.430^{**}
\]

**Graph no.16e:** showing the positive correlation MDA with Pepsinogen-C in Group II

\[
r = 0.328^{**}
\]

**Graph no.16f:** showing the negative correlation SOD with Pepsinogen-C in Group II

\[
r = -0.205^{**}
\]
**Observation & Results**

*Graph no.16h:* showing the negative correlation Gpx with Pepsinogen-C in Group II

\[ r = -0.205** \]

*Graph no.16i:* showing the positive correlation Amylase with Lipase in Group II

\[ r = 0.370** \]

*Graph no.16j:* showing the positive correlation Lipase with Pepsinogen-C in Group II

\[ r = 0.387** \]